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We present a covariant decomposition of Einstein’s Field Equations which is particularly suitable
for perturbations of spherically symmetric – and general locally rotationally symmetric – spacetimes.
Based upon the utility of the 1+3 covariant approach to perturbation theory in cosmology, the semi-
tetrad, 1+1+2 approach presented here should be useful for analysing perturbations of a variety of
systems in a covariant and gauge-invariant manner. Such applications range from stellar objects
to cosmological models such as the spherically symmetric Lemaˆıtre-Tolman-Bondi solutions or the
class of locally rotationally symmetric Bianchi models.
I. INTRODUCTION
Tetrad formalisms in general relativity have played a pivotal role in its development as well as our understanding
of the subject. These range from the complex null tetrad of Newmann and Penrose, to the 1+3 approach of Ehlers,
Ellis and others, which includes both a full tetrad approach as well as a partial ‘covariant’ approach where only one
timelike tetrad vector is chosen (see [1] for a review and references). These techniques formulate the equations of
general relativity as first-order differential equations in the physical curvature and dynamic variables of the covariant
derivatives of the tetrad vectors, as opposed to the more usual coordinate approach involving second-order partial
differential equations in functions appearing in the metric. The differential operators which appear are convective
derivatives along the tetrad vectors as opposed partial derivatives with respect to particular coordinates. Much of their
utility arises in spacetimes with special symmetry. For example, the 1+3 covariant approach is perfect for cosmology
because it covariantly factorises out the essential coordinate – time – leaving all the background field equations as
covariant scalar equations. Under perturbations all 3-vectors and tensors (which must vanish in the background due
to homogeneity and isotropy) become gauge-invariant first-order quantities making a Fourier analysis easy [1, 2].
We formulate here an approach which involves a semi-tetrad: we keep the timelike threading vector field of the 1+3
approach and introduce one spatial vector. The remaining two dimensions are left untouched, rather like the ‘3’ in
the 1+3 approach. Indeed the formalism presented here may be considered as half-way between the 1+3 tetrad and
covariant approaches. A similar approach has been discussed before in [3, 4, 5, 6], and we expand on this considerably
here by presenting the full system of 1+1+2 equations.
It is expected that this approach may find use in perturbations of spacetimes with a preferred spatial direction
at each point – so-called locally rotationally symmetric spacetimes [7]. These include the spherically symmetric
Lemaˆıtre-Tolman-Bondi models, many classes of Bianchi models, as well as forming the background for most stellar
models. In this paper we provide the algorithm of how to calculate gravitational perturbations in any LRS spacetime
in a covariant and gauge-invariant (GI) way.
As an example of it’s utility, such a covariant perturbative scheme was applied to the Schwarzschild solution in [8].
Despite being a well understood problem, it was shown using the 1+1+2 approach how both the axial and polar
degrees of freedom may be unified into a single transverse traceless tensor which obeys the tensorial form of the
Regge-Wheeler equation [8, 9]
− W¨ab +
ˆˆ
W ab +AWˆab − φ
2Wab + δ
2Wab = 0, (1)
where the Regge-Wheeler tensor Wab is a gauge- and frame-invariant TT tensor, defined in [8] (other variables are
defined below), and ˙,ˆ and δ are time, radial and angular derivatives, respectively. This tensor contains in compact
form the curved space generalisation of the two flat space GW polarizations h+ and h× [10] (see also [11] for an
extension of this work). The approach here also been used to study scalar and electromagnetic perturbations of LRS
spacetimes, and generalised Regge-Wheeler equations were found [12, 13]. Furthermore, it has been used to study the
interaction of magnetic fields and gravitational waves around a black hole – a process which produces electromagnetic
radiation mirroring the gravitational waves [10].
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2In Sec. II we discuss the 1+1+2 approach in full generality, and then in Sec. III we discuss the perturbation
procedure for LRS spacetimes, before sumarising in Sec. IV.
II. FORMALISM
In the 1+3 approach, a timelike threading vector field ua (uaua = −1) is introduced, representing the observers’
congruence. Given this vector field, the projection tensor h ba = g
b
a + uau
b is introduced, which projects all vectors
and tensors orthogonal to ua. Using hab, any 4-vector may be split into a (1+3 scalar) part parallel to u
a and a
(3-vector) part orthogonal to ua. Any second rank tensor may be covariantly and irreducibly split into scalar, vector
andprojected, symmetric, trace-free (PSTF) 3-tensor parts, which requires the alternating tensor εabc = u
dηdabc [1].
Tensors of higher rank may be similarly split, but are rarely used (an important exception being cosmic microwave
background physics [14, 15]). These are the fundamental quantities describing the spacetime, after the introduction
of ua.
We now introduce another vector field and perform another split, but this time of the 1+3 equations. The ‘1+1+2’
decomposition we develop here has been partially studied before, mostly in the context of symmetries of solutions of
the EFE [5, 16]. It was introduced by [3] and further developed in [4, 8, 11, 12, 13]. However, there are importances
differences with the work presented here. In the following we assume the 1+3 covariant split of the equations (as
given in [1], for example), with all tensors split into scalars, vectors and PSTF tensors with respect to ua.
Take a unit vector na orthogonal to ua: nana = 1, u
ana = 0, and define the projection tensor
N ba ≡ h
b
a − nan
b = g ba + uau
b − nan
b, (2)
which projects vectors orthogonal to na (and ua): naNab = 0 = u
aNab, onto 2-surfaces (N
a
a = 2) which we refer to
as the sheet. This is also the screen space of the null vector ka ∝ ua + na.
Any 3-vector ψa can now be irreducibly split into a scalar, Ψ, which is the part of the vector parallel to na, and a
vector, Ψa, lying in the sheet orthogonal to na;
ψa = Ψna + Ψa, where Ψ ≡ ψan
a, and Ψa ≡ Nabψb ≡ ψ
a¯, (3)
where we use a bar over an index to denote projection with Nab on that index. Similarly, any PSTF tensor, ψab, can
now be split into scalar, vector and tensor (which are PSTF with respect to na) parts:
ψab = ψ〈ab〉 = Ψ
(
nanb −
1
2Nab
)
+ 2Ψ(anb) +Ψab, (4)
where
Ψ ≡ nanbψab = −N
abψab,
Ψa ≡ N
b
a n
cψbc = Ψa¯,
Ψab ≡ ψ{ab} ≡
(
N c(a N
d
b) −
1
2NabN
cd
)
ψcd. (5)
We use curly brackets to denote the PSTF with respect to na part of a tensor. Note that for 2nd-rank tensors in the
1+1+2 formalism ‘PSTF’ is precisely equivalent to ‘transverse-traceless’. Note also that h{ab} = 0, N〈ab〉 = −n〈anb〉 =
Nab −
2
3hab.
We also define the alternating Levi-Civita 2-tensor
εab ≡ εabcn
c = udηdabcn
c, (6)
so that εabn
b = 0 = ε(ab), and
εabc = naεbc − nbεac + ncεab, (7)
εabε
cd = N ca N
d
b −N
d
a N
c
b , (8)
ε ca εbc = Nab, ε
abεab = 2. (9)
Note that for a 2-vector Ψa, εab may be used to form a vector orthogonal to Ψ
a but of the same length.
With these definitions we may split any object into scalars, 2-vectors in the sheet, and transverse-traceless 2-
tensors, also defined in the sheet. These three types of objects are the only objects which appear, after a complete
decomposition. Hereafter, we will assume such a split has been made, and ‘vector’ will generally refer to a vector
projected orthogonal to ua and na, and ‘tensor’ will generally mean transverse-traceless tensor, defined by Eq. (5).
3There are two new derivatives of interest now, which na defines, for any object ψ ······ :
ψˆ c···da···b ≡ n
eDeψ
c···d
a···b , (10)
δeψ
c···d
a···b ≡ N
j
e N
f
a · · ·N
g
b N
c
h · · ·N
d
i Djψ
h···i
f ···g . (11)
The hat-derivative is the derivative along the vector field na in the surfaces orthogonal to ua. This definition represents
a conceptual divergence from 1+3 tetrad approach, in which the basis vectors appear on an equal footing [i.e., with
∇a rather than Da in Eq. (10)]. As a result, the congruence u
a retains the primary importance it has in the 1+3
covariant approach. (We choose to think of A ≡ uanb∇aub = −u
aub∇anb as the radial component of the acceleration
of ua, rather than the time component of n˙a.) The δ-derivative, defined by Eq. (11) is a projected derivative on the
sheet, with projection on every free index.
These derivatives then affect our projection tensor Nab and Levi-Civita tensor as follows:
N˙ab = 2u(au˙b) − 2n(an˙b) = 2u(aAb) − 2n(aαb), (12)
Nˆab = −2n(anˆb), (13)
δcNab = 0, (14)
ε˙ab = −2u[aεb]cA
c + 2n[aεb]cα
c, (15)
εˆab = 2n[aεb]ca
c, (16)
δcεab = 0. (17)
We now decompose the covariant derivative of na orthogonal to ua into its irreducible form:
Danb = naab +
1
2φNab + ξεab + ζab, (18)
where
aa ≡ n
cDcna = nˆa, (19)
φ ≡ δan
a, (20)
ξ ≡ 12ε
abδanb, (21)
ζab ≡ δ{anb}. (22)
We may interpret these as follows: travelling along na, φ represents the sheet expansion, ζab is the shear of n
a
(distortion of the sheet), and aa its acceleration, while ξ represents a ‘twisting’ of the sheet – the rotation of na [4].
The other derivative of na is its change along ua,
n˙a = Aua + αa where αa ≡ n˙a¯ and A = n
au˙a. (23)
The new variables aa, φ, ξ, ζab and αa are fundamental objects in the spacetime, and their dynamics gives us
information about the spacetime geometry. They are treated on the same footing as the kinematical variables of ua
in the 1+3 approach (which also appear here).
For any vector Ψa orthogonal to na and ua (i.e., Ψa = Ψa¯), we may decompose the different parts of its spatial
derivative:
DaΨb = −nanbΨca
c + naΨˆb¯ − nb
[
1
2φΨa + (ξεac + ζac)Ψ
c
]
+ δaΨb. (24)
Similarly, for a tensor Ψab: Ψab = Ψ{ab}, we have
DaΨbc = −2nan(bΨc)da
d + naΨˆbc − 2n(b
[
1
2φΨc)a +Ψ
d
c) (ξεad + ζad)
]
+ δaΨbc. (25)
Note that for a scalar, we have DaΨ = Ψˆna + δaΨ.
We take na to be arbitrary at this point, and then split the usual 1+3 kinematical and Weyl quantities into the
irreducible set {θ,A,Ω,Σ, E ,H,Aa,Σa, Ea,Ha,Σab, Eab,Hab} using (3) and (4) as follows:
u˙a = Ana +Aa, (26)
ωa = Ωna +Ωa, (27)
σab = Σ
(
nanb −
1
2Nab
)
+ 2Σ(anb) +Σab, (28)
Eab = E
(
nanb −
1
2Nab
)
+ 2E(anb) + Eab, (29)
Hab = H
(
nanb −
1
2Nab
)
+ 2H(anb) +Hab. (30)
4The shear scalar, σ, for example, may be expressed in the form
σ2 ≡ 12σabσ
ab = 34Σ
2 +ΣaΣ
a + 12ΣabΣ
ab. (31)
Similarly we may split the fluid variables qa and piab,
qa = Qna +Qa, (32)
piab = Π
(
nanb −
1
2Nab
)
+ 2Π(anb) +Πab. (33)
Having described the splitting of the 1+3 variables to obtain their 1+1+2 parts, and the introduction of the new
1+1+2 variables corresponding to the irreducible parts of∇anb, it only remains to apply this decomposition procedure
to the 1+3 equations themselves, as well as the Ricci identities for na. We give these equations in section III.
A. Commutation relations
In general the three derivatives we now have defined, ‘ ˙ ’, ‘ˆ’ and ‘δa’ do not commute. Instead, when acting on a
scalar ψ, they satisfy:
ˆ˙
ψ −
˙ˆ
ψ = −Aψ˙ +
(
1
3θ +Σ
)
ψˆ +
(
Σa + εabΩ
b − αa
)
δaψ, (34)
δaψ˙ −N
b
a (δbψ)
·
= −Aaψ˙ +
(
αa +Σa − εabΩ
b
)
ψˆ +
(
1
3θ −
1
2Σ
)
δaψ + (Σab +Ωεab) δ
bψ, (35)
δaψˆ −N
b
a
̂(δbψ) = (Σa − εabΩb) ψ˙ + aaψˆ + 12φδaψ + (ζab + ξεab) δbψ, (36)
δaδbψ − δbδaψ = 2εab
(
Ωψ˙ − ξψˆ
)
+ 2a[aδb]ψ. (37)
The commutation relations for 2-vectors ψa are
ˆ˙
ψa¯ −
˙ˆ
ψa¯ = −Aψ˙a¯ +
(
1
3θ +Σ
)
ψˆa¯ + (Σb + εbcΩ
c − αb) δ
bψa +Aa (Σb + εbcΩ
c)ψb +Hεabψ
b, (38)
δaψ˙b −N
c
a N
d
b (δcψd)
· = −Aaψ˙b + (αa +Σa − εacΩ
c) ψˆb¯ +
(
1
3θ −
1
2Σ
)
(δaψb + ψaAb) +Haεbcψ
c
+(Σac +Ωεac) (δ
cψb + ψ
cAb) +
1
2 (ψaQb −Nabψ
cQc)
−
(
1
2φNac + ξεac + ζac
)
ψcαb, (39)
δaψˆb −N
c
a N
d
b
̂(δcψd) = (Σa − εacΩc) ψ˙b¯ + aaψˆb¯ + 12φ (δaψb − ψaab) + (ζac + ξεac) (δcψb − ψcab)
+Nabψ
c
(
1
2Πc + Ec
)
− ψa
(
1
2Πb + Eb
)
, (40)
δaδbψc − δbδaψc = 2εab
(
Ωψ˙c¯ − ξψˆc¯
)
+ 2
[(
1
3θ −
1
2Σ
)2
− 14φ
2 + 12Π+ E −
1
3 (µ+ Λ)
]
ψ[aNb]c
−2ψ[a
[
−
(
1
3θ −
1
2Σ
) (
Σb]c +Ωεb]c
)
+ 12φ
(
ζb]c + ξεb]c
)
+ 12Πb]c + Eb]c
]
+2N[ac
[
−
(
1
3θ −
1
2Σ
) (
Σb]d +Ωεb]d
)
+ 12φ
(
ζb]d + ξεb]d
)
+ 12Πb]d + Eb]d
]
ψd
+2
[
−
(
Σ[ac +Ωε[ac
) (
Σb]d +Ωεb]d
)
+
(
ζ[ac + ξε[ac
) (
ζb]d + ξεb]d
)]
ψd. (41)
These relations are more complicated for tensors. These last two equations in the case of scalars are the decomposition
of the 1+3 commutation relation
curlDaψ = 2ψ˙ωa. (42)
From Eq. (37), we see that our sheet will be a genuine 2-surface in the spacetime (and, in particular, that the
derivative δa will be a true covariant derivative on this surface) if and only if ξ = Ω = a
a = 0. (Recall that the 1+3
spatial metric hab corresponds to a genuine 3-surface when ω
a = 0.) Otherwise, the sheet is really just a collection
of tangent planes. In addition, the two vectors ua and na are 2-surface forming if and only if the commutator [u, n]
in (34) has no component in the sheet: that is, when Greenberg’s vector
Σa + εabΩb − α
a (43)
vanishes [16] – see Eq. (34).
5III. THE EQUATIONS
Once the vector na has been introduced it is possible, and necessary, to augment the 1+3 equations with the Ricci
identities for na; without these we do not have enough equations to determine the new 1+1+2 variables. The Ricci
identities for na are
Rabc ≡ 2∇[a∇b]nc −Rabcdn
d = 0, (44)
where Rabcd is the Riemann curvature tensor. This third-rank tensor may be covariantly split using the two vector
fields ua and na, and gives dynamical equations for the covariant parts of the derivative of na (namely αa, aa, φ, ξ
and ζab) in the form of evolution equations, involving dot-derivatives of these variables, and propagation equations,
involving hat-derivatives. In order to facilitate the calculation of these Ricci identities, which appear in the following
section, we give here the expression for the full covariant derivative of na in terms of the relevant 1+1+2 variables:
∇anb = −Auaub − uaαb +
(
Σ + 13θ
)
naub + (Σa − εacΩ
c)ub + naab +
1
2φNab + ξεab + ζab, (45)
which may be inserted into Eq. (44). The full decomposition of the covariant derivative of ua is
∇aub = −ua (Anb +Ab) + nanb
(
1
3θ +Σ
)
+ na (Σb + εbcΩ
c)
+ (Σa − εacΩ
c)nb +Nab
(
1
3θ −
1
2Σ
)
+Ωεab +Σab, (46)
which in turn implies the useful relation
uˆa =
(
1
3θ +Σ
)
na +Σa + εabΩ
b. (47)
We have now assembled all the tools necessary to provide the full system of equations for the 1+1+2 formalism.
This consists of evolution equations, propagation equations, mixtures of both, and constraints. Formulae which are
useful for splitting 1+3 equations are given in Appendix A.
A. Evolution equations
We find evolution equations for the 1+1+2 variables φ, ξ and ζab from the projection u
aRabc.
uaN bcRabc:
φ˙ =
(
2
3θ − Σ
) (
A− 12φ
)
+ 2ξΩ+ δaα
a +Aa (αa − aa) + (a
a −Aa)
(
Σa − εabΩ
b
)
− ζabΣab +Q, (48)
uaεbcRabc:
ξ˙ =
(
1
2Σ−
1
3θ
)
ξ +
(
A− 12φ
)
Ω+ 12 (a
a +Aa)
[
Ωa + εab
(
αb +Σb
)]
+ 12εabδ
aαb − 12εcaζ
c
b Σ
ab + 12H, (49)
ucRc{ab}:
ζ˙{ab} =
(
1
2Σ−
1
3θ
)
ζab +Ωεc{aζ
c
b} +
(
A− 12φ
)
Σab − ξεc{aΣ
c
b} − ζc{aΣ
c
b} + δ{aαb}
+
(
A{a − a{a
)
αb} −
(
A{a + a{a
) (
Σb} − εb}dΩ
d
)
− εc{aH
c
b} , (50)
Then a 1+1+2 decomposition of the standard 1+3 evolution equations gives us the remaining evolution equations,
which can’t be found from Rabc.
Vorticity evolution equation:
Ω˙ = 12εabδ
aAb +Aξ +Ω
(
Σ− 23θ
)
+Ωa (Σ
a + αa) (51)
Shear evolution:
Σ˙{ab} = δ{aAb} +A{aAb} − Σ{a
[
Σb} + 2αb}
]
− Ω{aΩb} +Aζab −
(
2
3θ +
1
2Σ
)
Σab − Σc{aΣ
c
b} − Eab +
1
2Πab (52)
6B. Mixture of propagation and evolution:
uanbRabc¯ = n
aubRabc¯:
αˆa¯ − a˙a¯ = −
(
1
2φ+A
)
αa − ξεabα
b +
(
1
3θ +Σ
)
(Aa − aa) +
(
1
2φ−A
) (
Σa + εabΩ
b
)
−ξ
(
εabΣ
b − Ωa
)
+ ζab
(
−αb +Σb + εbcΩc
)
+ 12Qa − εabH
b, (53)
uanbucRabc = −n
aubucRabc:
Aˆ − 13 θ˙ − Σ˙ = −A
2 +
(
1
3θ +Σ
)2
− 2αaΣ
a +ΣaΣ
a − ΩaΩ
a − aaA
a + εabα
aΩb
+ 16 (µ+ 3p− 2Λ) + E −
1
2Π (54)
Raychaudhuri equation:
Aˆ − θ˙ = −δaA
a − (A+ φ)A+ (aa −Aa)A
a + 13θ
2 + 32Σ
2 − 2Ω2 + 2ΣaΣ
a
−2ΩaΩ
a +ΣabΣ
ab + 12 (µ+ 3p)− Λ (55)
Vorticity evolution:
Ω˙a¯ +
1
2εabAˆ
b = −
(
2
3θ +
1
2Σ
)
Ωa +Ω(Σa − αa) +
1
2ξAa +
1
2εab
[
−Aab + δbA− 12φA
b
]
− 12εabζ
bcAc +ΣabΩ
b (56)
Shear evolution:
Σ˙− 23Aˆ =
1
3 (2A− φ)A−
(
2
3θ +
1
2Σ
)
Σ− 23Ω
2 − 13δaA
a +Σa
[
2αa − 13Σ
a
]
− 13Aa [2a
a −Aa] + 13ΩaΩ
a + 13ΣabΣ
ab − E + 12Π (57)
Σ˙a¯ −
1
2Aˆa¯ =
1
2δaA+
(
A− 14φ
)
Aa −
(
2
3θ +
1
2Σ
)
Σa +
1
2Aaa −
3
2Σαa − ΩΩa
− 12 (ξεab + ζab)A
b +Σab
(
αb − Σb
)
− Ea +
1
2Πa (58)
Energy conservation:
µ˙+ Qˆ = −δaQ
a − θ (µ+ p)− (φ+ 2A)Q− 32ΣΠ+ (aa − 2Aa)Q
a − 2ΣaΠ
a − ΣabΠ
ab (59)
Momentum conservation:
Q˙ + pˆ+ Πˆ = −δaΠ
a −
(
3
2φ+A
)
Π−
(
4
3θ +Σ
)
Q− (µ+ p)A
+
(
αa − Σa + εabΩ
b
)
Qa + (2aa −Aa)Π
a + ζabΠ
ab (60)
Q˙a¯ + Πˆa¯ = −δap+
1
2δaΠ− δ
bΠab −Q
(
αa +Σa + εabΩ
b
)
− 32Πaa −
(
4
3θ −
1
2Σ
)
Qa +ΩεabQ
b
−
(
3
2φ+A
)
Πa + ξεabΠ
b −
(
µ+ p− 12Π
)
Aa − ΣabQ
b − ζabΠ
b +Πab
(
ab −Ab
)
(61)
Electric Weyl evolution:
E˙ + 12 Π˙ +
1
3 Qˆ = +εabδ
aHc + 16δaQ
a +
(
3
2Σ− θ
)
E − 12
(
1
3θ +
1
2Σ
)
Π+ 13
(
1
2φ− 2A
)
Q+ 3ξH
− 12 (µ+ p)Σ +
(
2αa +Σa − εabΩ
b
)
Ea +
(
αa −
1
6Σa −
1
2εabΩ
b
)
Πa
+ 13 (aa +Aa)Q
a + 2εabA
aHc − Σab
(
Eab + 12Π
ab
)
+ εabH
bcζac (62)
E˙a¯ +
1
2εabHˆ
b + 12 Π˙a¯ +
1
4 Qˆa¯ =
3
4εabδ
bH + 12εbcδ
bHca −
1
4δaQ−
1
2
(
µ+ p− 32E +
1
4Π
)
Σa
+ 34
(
E + 12Π
)
εabΩ
b − 12QAa +
3
2HεabA
b − 32
(
E + 12Π
)
αa
− 14Qaa −
3
4Hεaba
b +
(
3
4Σ− θ
)
Ea −
1
2ΩεabE
b + 52ξHa −
(
1
4φ+A
)
εabH
b
+ 12
(
1
4φ−A
)
Qa +
1
4ξεabQ
b − 12
(
1
3θ +
1
4Σ
)
Πa −
1
4ΩεabΠ
b
+ 12Σab
(
3Eb − 12Π
b
)
+ 12
(
3Eab −
1
2Πab
)
Σb −
(
Eab +
1
2Πab
) (
αb + 12ε
bcΩc
)
+ 12ζab
(
εbcHc +Q
b
)
−Habε
bcAc (63)
7E˙{ab} − εc{aHˆ
c
b} +
1
2 Π˙{ab} = −εc{aδ
cHb} −
1
2δ{aQb} −
1
2
(
µ+ p+ 3E − 12Π
)
Σab −
1
2Qζab −
3
2Hεc{aζ
c
b}
−
(
θ + 32Σ
)
Eab +Ωεc{aE
c
b} −
(
1
6θ −
1
4Σ
)
Πab +
1
2Ωεc{aΠ
c
b} + ξHab
+
(
1
2φ+ 2A
)
εc{aH
c
b} −A{aQb} −
(
α{a +
1
2εc{aΩ
c
) (
2Eb} +Πb}
)
+Σ{a
(
3Eb} −
1
2Πb}
)
+ 2εc{aHb} (a
c −Ac)
+Σc{a
(
3E cb} −
1
2Π
c
b}
)
+ εc{aHb}dζ
cd (64)
Magnetic Weyl evolution:
H˙ = −εabδ
aEb + 12εabδ
aΠb − 3ξE +
(
θ + 32Σ
)
H +ΩQ+ 32ξΠ− 2εabA
aEb
+
(
2αa +Σa − εabΩ
b
)
Ha − 12
(
Ωa + εabΣ
b
)
Qa − ΣabH
ab − 12εabE
bcζac (65)
H˙a¯ −
1
2εabEˆ
b + 14εabΠˆ
b = − 34εabδ
bE + 38εabδ
bΠ− 12εbcδ
bEca +
1
4εbcδ
bΠca
+ 34HΣa +
1
4QεabΣ
b + 34QΩa +
3
4HεabΩ
b − 32EεabA
b − 32Hαa
+ 34
(
E − 12Π
)
εaba
b − 52ξEa +
(
1
4φ+A
)
εabE
b +
(
3
4Σ− θ
)
Ha −
1
2ΩεabH
b
+ 34ΩQa −
3
8ΣεabQ
b + 54ξΠa −
1
8φεabΠ
b +Σab
(
3
2H
b + 14ε
bcQc
)
+ 32εabζ
bc
(
Ec −
1
2Πc +
2
3Ac
)
+Hab
(
αb + 32Σ
b − 12ε
bcΩc
)
(66)
H˙{ab} + εc{aEˆ
c
b} −
1
2εc{aΠˆ
c
b} = εc{aδ
cEb} −
1
2
εc{aδ
cΠb} −
3
2HΣab +
1
2Qεc{aΣ
c
b}
+ 32
(
E − 12Π
)
εc{aζ
c
b} − ξEab −
(
1
2φ+ 2A
)
εc{aE
c
b}
−
(
θ + 32Σ
)
Hab − Ωεc{aH
c
b} +
1
2ξΠab +
1
4φεc{aΠ
c
b}
+Σ{a
(
3Hb} − εb}cQ
c
)
+Ω{a
(
3
2Qb} − εb}cH
c
)
− 2α{aHb}
+E{a2εb}c (a
c +Ac)−Π{aεb}ca
c + 3Σc{aH
c
b} − εc{aζ
cd
(
Eb}d −
1
2Πb}d
)
(67)
C. Propagation equations
Propagation and constraint equations are formed from either projecting Rabc as indicated, or from projections of
the 1+3 constraint equations, denoted Ci, as given in [1].
naN bcRabc:
φˆ = − 12φ
2 + 2ξ2 +
(
1
3θ +Σ
) (
2
3θ − Σ
)
+ δaa
a − aaa
a − ζabζ
ab + 2εabα
aΩb − ΣaΣ
a +ΩaΩ
a
− 23 (µ+ Λ)−
1
2Π− E , (68)
naεbcRabc:
ξˆ = −φξ +
(
1
3θ +Σ
)
Ω + 12εabδ
aab + 12εabΣ
aab +
(
1
2aa + αa
)
Ωa (69)
naRa{bc}:
ζˆ{ab} = −φζab − ζ
c
{aζb}c + δ{aab} − a{aab} + 2α{aεb}cΩ
c − Ω{aΩb} − Σ{aΣb}
+
(
1
3θ +Σ
)
Σab −
1
2Πab − Eab, (70)
Shear divergence (C1)
ana:
Σˆ− 23 θˆ = −
3
2φΣ− 2ξΩ− δaΣ
a − εabδ
aΩb + 2Σaa
a − 2εabA
aΩb +Σabζ
ab −Q (71)
8and (C1)a¯:
Σˆa¯ − εabΩˆ
b = 12δaΣ +
2
3δaθ − εabδ
bΩ− 32φΣa + ξεabΣ
b − ξΩa +
(
1
2φ+ 2A
)
εabΩ
b
− 32Σaa +Ωεab
[
ab − 2Ab
]
− δbΣab − ζabΣ
b +Σaba
b + εabζ
bcΩc −Qa (72)
Vorticity divergence equation (C2):
Ωˆ = −δaΩ
a + (A− φ) Ω + (aa +Aa)Ω
a (73)
(C3){ab}:
Σˆ{ab} = δ{aΣb} − εc{aδ
cΩb} −
1
2φΣab + ξεc{aΣ
c
b} +
3
2Σζab − Ωεc{aζ
c
b}
−2Σ{aab} − 2εc{aA
cΩb} − Σc{aζ
c
b} − εc{aH
c
b} (74)
Electric Weyl Divergence (C4)
ana:
Eˆ − 13 µˆ+
1
2 Πˆ = −δaE
a − 12δaΠ
a − 32φ
(
E + 12Π
)
+
(
1
2Σ−
1
3θ
)
Q+ 3ΩH+ (2Ea +Πa) a
a
+ 12ΣaQ
a + 3ΩaH
a − 32εabΩ
aQb + εabΣ
acH bc +
(
Eab +
1
2Πab
)
ζab (75)
(C4)a¯:
Eˆa¯ +
1
2 Πˆa¯ =
1
2δaE +
1
3δaµ+
1
4δaΠ− δ
bEab −
1
2δ
bΠab +
1
2QΣa +HεabΣ
b − 32HΩa −
3
2QεabΩ
b
− 32
(
E + 12Π
)
aa −
3
2φ
(
Ea +
1
2Πa
)
+ ξεab
(
Eb + 12Π
b
)
+ 3ΩHa − ΣεabH
b
−
(
1
3θ +
1
4Σ
)
Qa +
3
2ΩεabQ
b + 12ΣabQ
b − ζab
(
Eb + 12Π
b
)
+
(
Eab +
1
2Πab
)
ab + 3HabΩ
b (76)
Magnetic Weyl divergence (C5)
ana:
Hˆ = −δaH
a − 12εabδ
aQb − 32φH−
(
3E + µ+ p− 12Π
)
Ω−Qξ
+2Haa
a − 3Ωa
(
Ea − 16Π
a
)
+ ζabH
ab − εabΣ
a
c
(
Ebc + 12Π
bc
)
(77)
(C5)a¯:
Hˆa¯ −
1
2εabQˆ
b = 12δaH− δ
bHab −
1
2εabδ
bQ− 32
(
E + 12Π
)
εabΣ
b −
(
− 32E + µ+ p+
1
4Π
)
Ωa
− 32Haa +
1
2Qεaba
b − 3ΩEa +
3
2ΣεabE
b − 32φHa + ξεabH
b
− 12ξQa +
1
4φεabQ
b + 12ΩΠa +
3
4ΣεabΠ
b
+Haba
b − ζabH
b − 3
(
Eab −
1
6Πab
)
Ωb + 12εabζ
bcQc (78)
D. Constraint
εabucRabc:
δaΩ
a + εabδ
aΣb = (2A− φ) Ω− 3ξΣ+ εabζ
acΣbc +H (79)
N bcRa¯bc:
1
2δaφ− εabδ
bξ − δbζab = −2ξεaba
b − Ω
(
Ωa + εabΣ
b − 2εabα
b
)
−
(
1
3θ −
1
2Σ
) (
Σa − εabΩ
b
)
−
(
Σb − εbcΩc
)
Σab −
1
2Πa − Ea (80)
From (C3)abn
b and (C1)a¯, or n
aucRab¯c
δaΣ−
2
3δaθ + 2εabδ
bΩ+ 2δbΣab = −φ
(
Σa − εabΩ
b
)
− 2ξ
(
Ωa − 3εabΣ
b
)
− 4ΩεabA
b
+2ζabΣ
b + 2εabζ
bcΩc +Σaba
b − 2εabH
b −Qa (81)
Finally, we note that the equation formed from (C3)abn
anb is equivalent to Eqs (103) and (79).
It is worth noting that one of Eqs. (54), (55), (57) is redundant since (54)= 13 (55)−(57). Also, note that there are
no evolution equations for A,Aa, αa, and there is no propagation equation for aa; these all must be determined by
specifying a choice of frame.
9E. Maxwell’s Equations
For completeness we also give the decomposition of Maxwell’s equations, previously given in [10]. We decompose
the electric and magnetic field vectors as
Ea = E na + E a, (82)
Ba = Bna + Ba, (83)
while the 3-current may be written as
ja = J na + J a. (84)
Maxwell’s equations then become:
Eˆ + δaE
a = −φE + Eaa
a + 2ΩB + 2ΩaBa + µ0ρe, (85)
Bˆ + δaB
a = −φB + Baa
a − 2ΩE − 2ΩaEa, (86)
E˙ − εabδ
a
B
b = 2ξB + E aαa −
(
2
3θ − Σ
)
E +ΣaEa + εab
(
AaBb +ΩaE b
)
− µ0J , (87)
B˙ + εabδ
a
E
b = −2ξE + Baαa −
(
2
3θ − Σ
)
B +ΣaBa − εab
(
AaE b − ΩaBb
)
, (88)
E˙a¯ + εab
(
Bˆ
b − δbB
)
= ξBa −
(
1
2φ+A
)
εabB
b −
(
2
3θ +
1
2Σ
)
Ea − ΩεabE
b
+E
(
−αa +Σa + εabΩ
b
)
+ Bεab
(
Ab − ab
)
+ΣabE
b − εabζ
bc
Bc − µ0Ja, (89)
B˙a¯ − εab
(
Eˆ
b − δbE
)
= −ξEa +
(
1
2φ+A
)
εabE
b −
(
2
3θ +
1
2Σ
)
Ba − ΩεabB
b
+B
(
−αa +Σa + εabΩ
b
)
− E εab
(
Ab − ab
)
+ΣabB
b + εabζ
bc
Ec. (90)
Here, MKS units are used (µ0), and ρe is the charge density. The first two equations arise from the constraint ME,
while the rest are the evolution ME. In flat space in the absence of currents and charges the rhs of these equations
vanish (for a static ‘natural’ choice of frame). Thus, gravity modifies ME in the form of generalised currents. Note
how the rotation terms ξ, Ω and Ωa flip the parities of the EM fields.
IV. PERTURBATIONS OF SPHERICALLY SYMMETRIC AND LRS SPACETIMES
The utility of the approach presented here is that for LRS spactimes, for which all quantities are rotationally
symmetric about a preferred spatial direction (i.e., they admit a one-dimensional isotropy group), all the non-zero
1+1+2 variables are scalars. This direction may be specified, for example, by a non-degenerate eigenvector of the
electric Weyl tensor, or by the vorticity vector. A full discussion of LRS spacetimes in the covariant approach is given
in [7]; see their Table 1 for a summary of the different cases which can occur, in a notation similar to that presented
here.
The fact that background quantities are scalars in LRS spacetimes means that under linear perturbations, all vector
and tensor quantities are automatically gauge invariant, by the Stewart-Walker Lemma [17]. We shall now give an
overview of how to set up the perturbation equations.
In the background, which we shall take as a general LRS spacetime, all vector and tensor equations are automatically
zero, resulting in the set
φ˙ =
(
2
3θ − Σ
) (
A− 12φ
)
+ 2ξΩ+Q, (91)
ξ˙ =
(
1
2Σ−
1
3θ
)
ξ +
(
A− 12φ
)
Ω+ 12H, (92)
Ω˙ = +Aξ +Ω
(
Σ− 23θ
)
, (93)
Aˆ − θ˙ = − (A+ φ)A+ 13θ
2 + 32Σ
2 − 2Ω2 + 12 (µ+ 3p)− Λ, (94)
Σ˙− 23Aˆ =
1
3 (2A− φ)A−
(
2
3θ +
1
2Σ
)
Σ− 23Ω
2 − E + 12Π, (95)
µ˙+ Qˆ = −θ (µ+ p)− (φ+ 2A)Q− 32ΣΠ, (96)
Q˙+ pˆ+ Πˆ = −
(
3
2φ+A
)
Π−
(
4
3θ +Σ
)
Q− (µ+ p)A, (97)
E˙ + 12 Π˙ +
1
3 Qˆ = +
(
3
2Σ− θ
)
E − 12
(
1
3θ +
1
2Σ
)
Π
+ 13
(
1
2φ− 2A
)
Q+ 3ξH− 12 (µ+ p)Σ, (98)
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H˙ = −3ξE +
(
θ + 32Σ
)
H+ΩQ+ 32ξΠ, (99)
φˆ = − 12φ
2 + 2ξ2 +
(
1
3θ +Σ
) (
2
3θ − Σ
)
− 23 (µ+ Λ)−
1
2Π− E , (100)
ξˆ = −φξ +
(
1
3θ +Σ
)
Ω, (101)
Σˆ− 23 θˆ = −
3
2φΣ− 2ξΩ−Q, (102)
Ωˆ = + (A− φ)Ω, (103)
Eˆ − 13 µˆ+
1
2 Πˆ = −
3
2φ
(
E + 12Π
)
+
(
1
2Σ−
1
3θ
)
Q+ 3ΩH, (104)
Hˆ = − 32φH−
(
3E + µ+ p− 12Π
)
Ω−Qξ, (105)
0 = (2A− φ)Ω− 3ξΣ+H. (106)
These equations were first presented in this form in [12] for LRS Class II models (which satisfy ξ = Ω = 0⇒ H = 0,
and were shown to be consistent with the commutation relation (34).
It is perhaps easier to think of these in matrix form. Let
X =


φ
θ
Σ
A
Ω
ξ
E
H
µ
p
Q
Π


(107)
be the column matrix of all non-zero scalar quantities. Depending on the LRS model in question X will not be
this big. For example, for the Schwarzschild solution we have just X = (φ,A, E)T . Then, in general, this system of
equations may be cast in the form
αX˙ + βXˆ = ΓX +XT∆X (108)
where the constant matrices α,β,Γ,∆ may be read off from the above equations.
We can now set up the perturbative proceedure schematically as follows:
1. Find a complete set of gauge-invariant perturbation variables. This may be achieved by defining
Ψa = δaX ; (109)
i.e., by taking angular derivatives of the background variables we find a new set of gauge-invariant variables.
The remaining GI variables are all the 1+1+2 vectors and tensors: χa = (Ea, aa, . . .),χab = (ζab, Eab,Hab, . . .),
which obey linearised versions of the above 1+1+2 equations. Under perturbations Eq. (108) becomes
αX˙ + βXˆ = ΓX +XT∆X +Aδaχa +Bεabδ
aχb, (110)
where the matrices A,B have constant coefficients. Evolution and propagation equations for the new GI vari-
ables Ψa may be found by taking the angular derivative of Eq. (110), and using the commutation relations (35)
and (36), giving:
αΨ˙a + βΨˆa =
[
Γ+
(
1
2Σ−
1
3θ −
1
2φ
)
α
]
Ψa − (Ωα+ ξβ) εabΨ
b
+XT∆Ψa ++Ψ
T
a∆X +Aδaδ
bχb +Bεbcδaδ
bχc. (111)
These equations replace the corresponding system (110) in the 1+1+2 equations.
2. Harmonic analysis Two parities of harmonics may be introduced, generalising the axial and polar modes for
spherical symmetry. These were first defined in [8, 12], and are discussed in Appendix B. These are analogous
to the scalar-vector-tensor decomposition in FLRW models. After this, all variables become scalars, which are
functions of two affine parameters associated with ua and na.
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3. Master Variables At this stage the governing system of equations is linear in the perturbation variables Φ and
Φ¯, which are the column vectors containing all the even and odd harmonically decomposed variables, and splits
into two parities. We then have two linear systems of equations looking like
γΦ˙+ λΦˆ = ΞΦ (112)
where Ξ is a matrix with coefficients depending only on the background parameters (as well as the harmonic
index k), and γ,λ are constant matrices. The true degrees of freedom of this system will be governed by a
reduced set of frame independent master variables, which will obey a closed set of wave equations. Finding
these can be tricky. All other variables are related to the master variables by quadrature, plus frame degrees of
freedom. See [8] for the full details in the Schwarzschild case.
These are the key steps required given a particular LRS model is chosen. Steps 1 and 2 are algorithmic; step 3 can
be very difficult.
V. SUMMARY
We have presented a new semi-tetrad approach to analysing Einstein’s field equations. By introducing a single
space-like vector into the 1+3 approach we decomposed the 1+3 equations into a system of evolution, propagation
and constraint equations. These were supplemented by a 1+1+2 decomposition of the Ricci equations for the spatial
vector. Although presented in restricted form elsewhere, the full system was presented here for the first time.
A key feature of the approach is that under a complete decomposition all objects are covariantly defined scalars,
2-vectors in the sheet and transverse-traceless 2-tensors, also in the sheet. In an LRS spacetime, provided the
spatial vector is chosen appropriately, all the vectors and tensors vanish, leaving just scalars. Under perturbations
all indexed objects are first-order ensuring that there are no tensorial products; this ensures that we can introduce
natural harmonic functions on the background which remove all tensorial properties of the equations. Finally, we
are left with a system of gauge-invariant and covariant first-order PDEs to manipulate. The solution of this system
provides the solution of the perturbation problem.
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APPENDIX A: USEFUL RELATIONS FOR DECOMPOSING EQUATIONS
Given any 1+3 vectors and tensors, we may decompose them as
xa = Xna +Xa, (A1)
ya = Y na + Y a, (A2)
ψab = ψ〈ab〉 = Ψ
(
nanb −
1
2Nab
)
+ 2Ψ(anb) +Ψab, (A3)
φab = φ〈ab〉 = Φ
(
nanb −
1
2Nab
)
+ 2Φ(anb) +Φab. (A4)
Then we have the following expansions from 1+3 quantities −→ 1+1+2 variables:
xax
a = X2 +XaX
a, (A5)
ηabcx
byc =
(
εbcX
bY c
)
na + εab
(
Y Xb −XY b
)
, (A6)
x〈ayb〉 =
1
3 (2XY −XcY
c)
(
nanb −
1
2Nab
)
+
[
XY(a + Y X(a
]
nb) +X{aYb}, (A7)
ψabx
b =
(
XΨ+XbΨ
b
)
na −
1
2ΨXa +XΨa +ΨabX
b, (A8)
ηcd〈ax
cψ db〉 = εcdX
cΨd
(
nanb −
1
2Nab
)
+
[(
XΨc − 32ΨX
c
)
εc(a + εcdX
cΨd(a
]
nb) +Xεc{aΨ
c
b} −X
cεc{aΨb},(A9)
ψabψ
ab = 32Ψ
2 + 2ΨaΨ
a +ΨabΨ
ab, (A10)
12
ψc〈aφ
c
b〉 =
(
1
2ΨΦ+
1
3ΨcΦ
c − 13ΨcdΦ
cd
) (
nanb −
1
2Nab
)
+
[
1
2ΨΦ(a +
1
2ΦΨ(a +Ψ
cΦc(a +Φ
cΨc(a
]
nb)
− 12ΨΦab −
1
2ΦΨab +Ψ{aΦb} +Ψc{aΦ
c
b} , (A11)
ηabcψ
b
dφ
dc = naεbcΨ
b
dΦ
dc + 32εab
(
ΦΨb −ΨΦb
)
. (A12)
For 1+3 derivatives we find:
x˙〈a〉 =
(
X˙ −Xbα
b
)
na +Xαa + X˙a¯, (A13)
ψ˙〈ab〉 =
(
Ψ˙− 2Ψcα
c
)
nanb −
1
2 Ψ˙Nab +
[
3Ψα(a + 2Ψ˙(a¯ − 2α
cΨc(a
]
nb) + 2Ψ(aαb) + Ψ˙{ab}, (A14)
Dax
a = Xˆ +Xφ−Xaa
a + δaX
a, (A15)
ηabcD
bxc =
(
2Xξ + εbcδ
bXc
)
na + ξXa + εab
[
−Xab + δbX − Xˆb − 12φX
b − ζbcXc
]
, (A16)
D〈axb〉 =
1
3
[
2Xˆ − φX − 2Xca
c − δcX
c
] (
nanb −
1
2Nab
)
+
[
Xa(a + δ(aX + Xˆ(a¯ −
1
2φX(a +X
c
(
ξεc(a − ζc(a
)]
nb) +Xζab + δ{aXb}, (A17)
Dbψab =
(
Ψˆ + 32φΨ − 2Ψba
b + δbΨ
b −Ψbcζ
bc
)
na + Ψˆa¯ +
3
2φΨa +
3
2Ψaa −
1
2δaΨ
−Ψaba
b + [−ξεab + ζab] Ψ
b + δbΨab, (A18)
ηcd〈aD
cψ db〉 =
(
3ξΨ+ εcdδ
cΨd − εcdΨ
deζce
) (
nanb −
1
2Nab
)
+
{[
− 32δ
cΨ+ 32Ψa
c + Ψˆc + 12φΨ
c + 2Ψdζ
cd
]
εc(a + 5ξΨ(a + ε
cd
[
Ψdζc(a + δcΨd(a
]}
nb)
−εc{aδ
cΨa} + 2εc{aa
cΨb} + εc{aΨˆ
c
b} +
1
2φεc{aΨ
c
b} −
3
2Ψεc{aζ
c
b} + ξΨab + εc{aΨb}dζ
cd. (A19)
Given any relation in 1+3 notation, these relations may be substituted directly to aid decomposition.
APPENDIX B: HARMONIC FUNCTIONS
We introduce dimensionless harmonic functions Q, defined on any LRS background, as eigenfunctions of the 2-
dimensional Laplace-Beltrami operator:
δ2Q = −
k2
r2
Q, Qˆ = 0 = Q˙ (0 ≤ k2). (B1)
The function r is, up to an irrelevant constant, covariantly defined by
rˆ
r
≡
1
2
φ,
r˙
r
≡
1
3
θ −
1
2
Σ, δar ≡ 0. (B2)
While we haven’t chosen a specific basis for Q, we can now expand any first order scalar ψ in terms of these functions
schematically as
ψ =
∑
k
ψ
(k)
S
Q(k) = ψSQ, (B3)
where the sum (or integral) over k is implicit in the last equality. The S subscript reminds us that ψ is a scalar, and
that a harmonic expansion has been made.
We also need to expand vectors in harmonics. We therefore define the even (electric) parity vector harmonics as
Q(k)a = rδaQ
(k) ⇒ Qˆa¯ = 0 = Q˙a¯, δ
2Qa =
(
1− k2
)
r−2Qa; (B4)
where the (k) superscript is implicit, and we define odd (magnetic) parity vector harmonics as
Q¯(k)a = rεabδ
bQ(k) ⇒ ˆ¯Qa¯ = 0 =
˙¯Qa¯, δ
2Q¯a =
(
1− k2
)
r−2Q¯a. (B5)
Note that Q¯a = εabQ
b ⇔ Qa = −εabQ¯
b, so that εab is a parity operator. The crucial difference between these two
types of vector harmonics is that Q¯a is solenoidal, so
δaQ¯a = 0, (B6)
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while
δaQa = −k
2r−1Q. (B7)
Note also that
εabδ
aQb = 0, and εabδ
aQ¯b = +k2r−1Q. (B8)
The harmonics are orthogonal: QaQ¯a = 0 (for each k), which implies that any first-order vector ψa can now be
written
ψa =
∑
k
ψ
(k)
V
Q(k)a + ψ¯
(k)
V
Q¯(k)a = ψVQa + ψ¯VQ¯a. (B9)
Again, we implicitly assume a sum over k in the last equality, and the V subscript reminds us that ψa is a vector
expanded in harmonics.
Similarly we define even and odd tensor spherical harmonics as
Qab = r
2δ{aδb}Q, ⇒ Qˆab = 0 = Q˙ab, (B10)
Q¯ab = r
2εc{aδ
cδb}Q, ⇒
ˆ¯Qab = 0 =
˙¯Qab, (B11)
which are orthogonal: QabQ¯
ab = 0, and are parity inversions of one another: Qab = −εc{aQ¯
c
b} ⇔ Q¯ab = εc{aQ
c
b} .
Any first-order tensor may be expanded
Ψab =
∑
k
Ψ
(k)
T
Q
(k)
ab + Ψ¯
(k)
T
Q¯
(k)
ab = ΨTQab + Ψ¯TQ¯ab. (B12)
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